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Chapter Eight Objectives

By the end of this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Understand cultural humility as an approach to diversity

•

Identify and define dimensions of diversity

•

Appreciate the complexity of identity

•

Identify important cultural considerations for working within diverse communities
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“respect” by Davide Taviani is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

Respect for diversity has been established as a core value for Community Psychology, as indicated
in Chapter 1 (Jason, Glantsman, O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019). Appreciating diversity in communities
includes understanding dimensions of diversity and how to work within diverse community contexts,
but also includes a consideration of how to work within systems of inequality. Community
psychologists must be mindful of diverse perspectives and experiences when conducting research and
designing interventions, as well as working to combat oppression and promote justice and equality.
By working within a framework of cultural humility, this chapter attempts to provide a basic
understanding of the dimensions of diversity that are most common in Community Psychology
research and practice. Further, we explore how these dimensions contribute to complex identities and
considerations for community practice.
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Photo by stokpic is licensed under the Pixabay License

As our world becomes increasingly diverse and interconnected, understanding different cultures
becomes crucial. Without a basic understanding of the beliefs and experiences of individuals,
professionals can unintentionally contribute to prejudice and discrimination or negatively impact
professional relationships and effectiveness of services. To understand cultural experiences, it is
important to consider contexts of social identity, history, and individual and community experiences
with prejudice and discrimination. It is also important to acknowledge that our understanding of
cultural differences evolves through an ongoing learning process (Tervalon & Murray-Garcia, 1998).
Cultural competence is generally defined as
possessing the skills and knowledge of a culture in
order to effectively work with individual members of
the culture. This definition includes an appreciation
of cultural differences and the ability to effectively
work with individuals. The assumption that any
individual can gain enough knowledge or competence
to understand the experiences of members of any
culture, however, is problematic. Gaining expertise in
cultural competence as traditionally defined seems
Photo by geralt is licensed under the Pixabay License
unattainable, as it involves the need for knowledge
and mastery. Instead, true cultural competence
requires engaging in an ongoing process of learning about the experiences of other cultures (Tervalon
& Murray-Garcia, 1998). Further reading on cultural competence by Stanley Sue can be found here.
Cultural humility is the ability to remain open to learning about other cultures while
acknowledging one’s own lack of competence and recognizing power dynamics that impact the
relationship. Within cultural humility it is important to engage in continuous self-reflection, recognize
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the impact of power dynamics on individuals and communities, embrace “not knowing”, and commit
to lifelong learning. This approach to diversity encourages a curious spirit and the ability to openly
engage with others in the process of learning about a different culture. As a result, it is important to
address power imbalances and develop meaningful relationships with community members in order to
create positive change. A guide to cultural humility is offered by Culturally Connected.
DIMENSIONS OF DIVERSITY

“Harmony Day (5475651018)” by DIAC images is licensed under CC BY 2.0

The recognition and appreciation of diversity is a core principle for the field of Community Psychology.
Although it is impossible to discuss all of the dimensions of human diversity in this section, we
present some common dimensions examined in Community Psychology research and action and
point toward where our field could place more emphasis. We also acknowledge the importance of
intersectionality, which will be touched upon throughout this chapter, and the process of cultural
humility in understanding diversity.
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Culture
Culture is an important dimension of diversity for
community psychologists to examine. In general,
culture has been challenging to define, with modern
definitions viewing culture as a dynamic concept that
changes both individuals and societies together over
time. Further, culture in today’s society refers to more
than just cultural and ethnic groups but also includes
racial groups, religious groups, sexual minority
groups, socioeconomic groups, nation-states, and
corporations. While numerous definitions for culture
“Culture is something that unites people.” by Exchanges Photos is licensed under CC0
1.0
are available, there are key defining components such
as shared meanings and shared experiences by
individuals in a group that are passed down over time with each generation. That is, cultures have
shared beliefs, values, practices, definitions, and other elements that are expressed through family
socialization, formal schooling, shared language, social roles, and norms for feeling, thinking, and
acting (Cohen, 2009).
Using a Community Psychology approach, culture can be examined at multiple ecological levels to
understand its impact. This means that culture can influence the norms and practices of individuals,
families, organizations, local communities, and the broader society. For example, cultural influences
can have an impact on how members function and interact with one another. Further, culture should
be understood within a broader context of power relationships, and how power is used and distributed
(Trickett, 2011).
Race
While physical differences often are used to define
race, in general, there is no consensus for this term.
Typically, race has been defined using observable
physical or biological criteria, such as skin color, hair
color or texture, facial features, etc. However, these
biological assumptions of race have been determined
to be inaccurate and harmful by biologists,
anthropologists, psychologists, and other scientists.
Research has proven no biological foundations to race
and that human racial groups are more alike than
different; in fact, most genetic variation exists within
Photo by OpenClipart-Vectors is licensed under the Pixabay License
racial groups rather than between groups. Therefore,
racial differences in areas such as academics or intelligence are not based on biological differences but
are instead related to economic, historical, and social factors (Betancourt & Lopez, 1993).
Instead, race has been socially constructed and has different social and psychological meanings in
many societies (Betancourt & Lopez, 1993). In the US, people of color experience more racial prejudice
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and discrimination than white people. The meanings and definitions of race have also changed over
time and are often driven by policies and laws (e.g., one drop rule or laws).

Case Study 8.1
Is Race a Selected Identity?

Rachel Dolezal, also known as Nkechi Amare Diallo, was
born to white parents with no known African ancestry. As a
young adult, she became involved in civil rights, became a
college instructor of Africana Studies, and began selfidentifying as a black woman. She even became president of
the Spokane, Washington chapter of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). She
resigned from her position with the NAACP and was dismissed
from her role as an instructor after information surfaced
casting doubt upon her racial heritage. She later
acknowledged that she was born to white parents but
continued to insist that she strongly identifies as a black
woman. Read more here.

Ethnicity
Photo by johnhain is licensed under the Pixabay License

“Elderly Japanese Women” by Teo Romera is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

Ethnicity refers to one’s social identity based on the culture of origin, ancestry, or affiliation with a
cultural group (Pinderhughes, 1989). Ethnicity is not the same as nationality, which is a person’s
status of belonging to a specific nation by birth or citizenship (e.g., an individual can be of Japanese
ethnicity but British nationality because they were born in the United Kingdom). Ethnicity is defined
by aspects of subjective culture such as customs, language, social ties, etc. (Resnicow, Braithwaite,
Ahluwalia, & Baranowski, 1999).
While ethnic groups are combined into broad categories for research or demographic purposes in
the US, there are many ethnicities among the ones you may be familiar with. Latina/o/x or Hispanic
may refer to persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Spanish, Dominican, or many other ancestries.
Asian Americans have roots from over 20 countries in Asia and India, with the six largest Asian ethnic
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subgroups in the US being the Chinese, Asian Indians, Filipinos, Vietnamese, Koreans, and Japanese
(read more here).
Gender
Gender refers to the socially constructed
perceptions of what it means to be male or female in
our society and how those genders may be reflected
and interpreted by society. Gender is different from
sex, which is a biological descriptor involving
chromosomes and internal/external reproductive
organs. As a socially constructed concept, gender has
magnified the perceived differences between females
Photo by OpenClipart-Vectors is licensed under the Pixabay License
and males leading to limitations in attitudes, roles,
and how social institutions are organized. For example, how do gender norms influence types of jobs
viewed as appropriate or not appropriate for women or men? How are household or parenting
responsibilities divided between men and women?
Gender is not just a demographic category but also influences gender norms, the distribution of
power and resources, access to opportunities, and other important processes (Bond, 1999). For those
who live outside of these traditional expectations for gender, the experience can be challenging. In
general, the binary categories for sex, gender, gender identity, and so forth have received the most
attention from both society and the research community, with only more attention to other gender
identities (e.g., gender neutral, transgender, nonbinary, GenderQueer, etc.) in recent years (Kosciw,
Palmer, & Kull, 2015).
But the attention to other gender identities is increasing, both academically and publicly. One
example is when Nicole Maines challenged her elementary school’s restroom policy, which resulted in
a victory when the Maine Supreme Judicial Court ruled that she had been excluded from the restroom
because of her transgender identity. While community psychologists are making efforts to conduct
more research on the various gender identities on the gender spectrum, more research needs to
continue in this area.
Age
Community Psychology’s emphasis on context has
also included aging, or the developmental changes
and transitions that come with being a child,
adolescent, or adult. Power dynamics, relationships,
physical and psychological health concerns,
community participation, life satisfaction, and so
forth can all vary for these different age groups
(Cheng & Heller, 2009). Although the field has started
to include aging issues in research, Cheng and Heller
Photo by OpenClipart-Vectors is licensed under the Pixabay License
(2009) searched for publications on older adults in
major Community Psychology journals and found that this segment of the population has been
neglected. Although the skills, values, and training of community psychologists would likely make a
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difference in the lives of older adults, the attitudes within our profession and society are current
barriers.
Social Class
Similar to the other components of diversity, social
class is also socially constructed and can affect our
choices and opportunities. This dimension can
include a person’s income or material wealth,
educational status, and/or occupational status. It can
include assumptions about where a person belongs in
society and indicate differences in power, privilege,
economic opportunities and resources, and social
capital. Social class can also indicate culture by
shaping a person’s worldview or understanding of the
world; influencing how they feel, act, and fit in; and
“Homeless” by born1945 is licensed under CC BY 2.0
impacting the types of schools they attend, access to
health care, or jobs they work at throughout life. The differences in norms, values, and practices
between lower and upper social classes can also have impacts on well-being and health outcomes
(Cohen, 2009). Social class and its intersection with other components of one’s identity are important
for community psychologists to understand. Unnatural Causes: Is Inequality Making Us Sick? is a sevenpart documentary that focuses on the connection between social class, racism, and health.
Sexual Orientation
Sexual orientation refers to a person’s emotional,
romantic, erotic, and spiritual attractions toward
another in relation to their own sex or gender. The
definition focuses on feelings rather than behaviors
since individuals who identify with a minority sexual
orientation experience significant stigma and
oppression in our society (Flanders, Robinson, Legge,
& Tarasoff, 2016). Sexual orientation exists on a
continuum or multiple continuums and crosses all
“SCOTUS APRIL 2015 LGBTQ 54663” by Ted Eytan is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
dimensions of diversity (e.g., race, ethnicity, social
class, ability, religion, etc.). Sexual orientation is different from gender identity or gender
expression. Over time, gay, lesbian, asexual, and bisexual identities have extended to other sexual
orientations such as pansexual, polysexual, fluid, and increasingly more research is being conducted
on these populations within the field of Community Psychology (Kosciw et al., 2015). As a historically
marginalized and oppressed group with inadequate representation in the literature, sexual minority
groups face a variety of problems and issues that necessitate further research. The empowering and
participatory approaches and methods used in Community Psychology can be beneficial for research
with sexual minority groups.
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Ability/Disability
Disabilities refer to visible or hidden and
temporary or permanent conditions that provide
barriers or challenges, and impact individuals of every
age and social group. Traditional views of disability
follow a medical model, primarily explaining
diagnoses and treatment models from a pathological
perspective (Goodley & Lawthom, 2010). In this
traditional approach, individuals diagnosed with a
disability are often discussed as objects of study
instead of complex individuals impacted by their
“20180611_Special Olympics_01687” by Special Olympics nationale Sommerspiele 2018
environment. Community Psychology, however,
is licensed under CC0 1.0
follows a social model of ability in which diagnoses
are viewed from a social and environmental perspective and consider multiple ecological levels. The
experiences of individuals are strongly valued and participatory action research is a valuable way to
explore experiences while empowering members of a community with varying levels of ability/
disability. Learn more by watching the Employment Choice for People with Severe Physical Disabilities
video.
Culture must be considered when viewing ability from a social perspective (Goodley & Lawthom,
2000), and may impact whether or not certain behaviors are considered sufficient for inclusion in a
diagnosis. For example, cultural differences in the assessment of typical development have impacted
the diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorders in different countries. Further, diagnoses or symptoms can
be culturally-specific, and culture may influence how symptoms are communicated. The experience of
culture can significantly impact lived experience for individuals diagnosed with a disability.
It is important to consider how intersectionality impacts the experience of disability. For example,
students of color and other underserved groups have a higher rate of diagnosis of learning disabilities,
emotional and behavioral disabilities, and intellectual disabilities (Artiles, Kozleski, Trent, Osher,
& Ortiz, 2010), which may be due to economic, historical, and social factors. Diagnosis must be
considered as disabled youth are at a disadvantage in a number of indicators of educational
performance, leading to more substantial disparities later in life.
How one identifies individuals with a particular label, such as race, gender or sexuality is rather
complicated, and unless investigators are careful in their descriptions of these terms, many problems
can be encountered as has been reviewed above. Identifying who has a disability or health condition
can also be a challenge and can have real, tangible consequences for an affected group. As an example,
if prevalence research suggests that a particular disability or health condition is relatively rare, it
is possible that few federal and state resources will be devoted to those individuals. But if the
methodology for selecting individuals is flawed, then the prevalence rates will be inaccurate and
potentially biased. This is what occurred with the health condition known as chronic fatigue syndrome,
now also known as myalgic encephalomyelitis, as indicated in Case Study 8.2.
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Case Study 8.2
How Flawed Research Can Lead to More Stigma

When the Centers for Disease Control tried to
estimate the prevalence of those with this illness, they
concluded that only about 20,000 people had this
condition in the US, and most with this illness tended
to be white, middle-class women, which is what led to
the stigmatizing label “Yuppie-Flu disease”. However,
the way the investigators conducted this research was
flawed, as they asked health care personnel to identify
individuals with this illness, but as many health care
professionals did not believe that this was a real or
legitimate, they tended to refer few individuals to the
study. In addition, as many individuals with a chronic
Adapted from Photo by Pixaline is licensed under the Pixabay License
health condition do not have access to the health care
system, many individuals with this illness were not able to be brought into the prevalence study. However,
when a group of community psychologists used better research methods that involved deriving their sample
from randomly contacting people in the community, without depending on referrals from physicians, they
estimated that about a million individuals had ME/CFS. In addition, those identified tended to be from lower
socioeconomic status groups and communities of color (just the opposite of what had been characterized as
Yuppie Flu) (Jason et al., 1999). The findings from this study were widely disseminated and it led to
reductions in some of the bias and stigmatization that has been directed to those with this illness.

The impact of disability on identity and intersection with other social identities is important for
community psychologists to understand. Community Psychology’s unique perspective has contributed
to applied research conducted among communities and individuals with disabilities. The need for
understanding, empowerment, and advocacy through participatory action research continues to exist
for individuals with disabilities.
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Religion & Spirituality
There are many definitions of religion, most of
which typically include shared systems of beliefs and
values, symbols, feelings, actions, experiences, and a
source of community unity (Cohen, 2009). Religion
emphasizes beliefs and practices, relationships with
the divine, and faith, all of which differentiate it from
common definitions of culture. Further, religion is an
important predictor for wellbeing, satisfaction, and
other life outcomes (Tarakeshwar, Stanton, &
Pargament, 2003). While religion has been neglected
in psychological research, it has been included in
Community Psychology’s conceptualization of
diversity since the beginning of the field.
Religion and spirituality were formerly considered a
joint concept but have been differentiated in the past
Photo by GDJ is licensed under the Pixabay License
century. Definitions of spirituality typically focus on
relationships with the divine and a quest for meaning.
The differentiation between religion and spirituality has become more relevant recently as many
individuals consider themselves more spiritual than they are religious. Community Psychology has
long considered religion as a dimension of diversity, but the importance of spirituality in our
understanding of community has been a more recent development.
The importance of religion and spirituality to physical and emotional well-being and a strong
sense of community merits the inclusion of both in research and practice (Tarakeshwar et al., 2003).
Community psychologists understand the importance of working in natural settings, which frequently
include religious and spiritual settings. Collaboration with religious organizations and embedding
interventions into these settings may have positive impacts on individuals in the community and may
also help religious organizations reach goals.
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IMPACT OF IDENTITIES

“Black Lives Matter DC, March For Our Lives, Washington DC” by Lorie Shaull is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

While the various dimensions of diversity discussed above are a start to understanding human
diversity, they do not fully describe an individual, community, or population. Instead, we must consider
that these dimensions do not exist independently of each other and that the interaction of these
dimensions is referred to as intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1989). Intersectionality focuses on how
the dimensions can overlap and give rise to different experiences as well as multiple privileges or
inequities; for example, racial/ethnic and sexual minority men will experience more health disparities
than white and/or heterosexual men. Community psychologists recognize the significance of
intersectionality but published research in this area is still lacking compared to other disciplines. “The
urgency of intersectionality” video can help you learn more about intersectionality.
Privilege, or the unearned advantages that individuals have based on membership in a dominant
group (e.g., race, gender, social class, sexual orientation, ability), contribute to the systems of
oppression for non-privileged individuals and groups. While privilege can come in multiple forms and
individuals can have multiple privileges; white privilege, or the advantages that white people have in
society, are important for psychologists to examine more extensively to understand how white people
participate in systems of oppression for racial minority groups in the US (Todd, McConnell, & Suffin,
2014). For example, white experiences and perspectives tend to be pervasive in curriculum, policy,
pedagogy, and practices (Suyemoto & Fox Tree, 2006) at the exclusion of work and research by people
of color.
Janet Helms’ (1995) important work on the white racial identity model describes how white people
move from a racist identity to a non-racist identity as they become more aware, move beyond an
effective understanding of racial minorities to an experiential one, and understand their role in a racist
society. Other community psychologists have explored how to create organizational contexts that are
more inclusive and address white privilege (Bond, 1999) or examined how white privilege influences
commitment and interest toward social justice (Todd et al., 2014). While community psychologists are
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contributing to this research, more studies are needed to understand the relationship between identity,
privilege, and social justice and action in community contexts.
Diversity in Practice
Using a framework of cultural humility, community psychologists consider context when working with
communities which provides the ability to view various dimensions of diversity while considering
the impacts of prejudice and discrimination. It is also important to consider how cultural practices
differ in all settings in which the individual operates. Considering context expands the perspective of
culture to include historical context, intersectionality of identities, and the experience of prejudice and
discrimination.
The Society for Community Research and Action (SCRA) has identified sociocultural and crosscultural competence as one of the 18 foundational principles of Community Psychology practice, which
is defined as “the ability to value, integrate, and bridge multiple worldviews, cultures, and identities.”
SCRA expands upon the importance of recognizing multiple contexts to integrate elements of cultural
humility in practice settings. Prior to working in communities, it is important to examine one’s own
worldview and consider how it interacts with the community through culture and power dynamics.
It is important to recognize and articulate dynamics related to culture and power differentials with
the communities in which community psychologists work. Due to the complexity of these dynamics,
respecting diversity in practice may require the formation of relationships with various members of a
community who may be able to serve as a guide for working with the community in culturally valid
ways.
Diversity in Research
Adopting cultural humility is necessary for
considering diversity in research. In research, it is
important to consider how questions are asked or
which samples are included in a study. In addition, the
importance of topics of research to diverse
communities must be considered, which may require
developing research topics and questions with the
populations that are being impacted. Participatory
action research (PAR) is a valuable tool for developing
topics in an inclusive way and is a method frequently
Photo by geralt is licensed under the Pixabay License
used by community psychologists to find solutions in
the social environment (Kidd & Kral, 2005).
Research must also consider the power dynamics between the researcher and the community as well
as the dynamics within the community. The use of culturally-anchored methodologies is important
for exploring research questions in the appropriate context. Marginalized groups are often compared
to a majority group, but these comparisons may not always acknowledge the implications of power
dynamics present in such comparisons. When developing the methodology, it is important for the
researcher to acknowledge one’s own cultural assumptions, experiences, and positions of power.
Recognition of these aspects of self will lead to a more careful framing of the research question within
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context. Finally, it is important to consider where to disseminate research findings to reach wide
audiences.
DESIGNING CULTURALLY-SITUATED COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

“Subminimum Wage Bill Signing” by Seattle City Council is licensed under CC BY 2.0

Designing programs in the community need to start with an understanding of the diverse cultures
and communities in which they will be situated. To that end, collaborative and ecological systems
approaches used by community psychologists are incorporated throughout the design of community
prevention and intervention programs. Altogether, these approaches situate culture at every level of
planning a program from the conceptualization to the implementation. In Case Study 8.3, Trickett
(2011) provides a cautionary example of what can happen when culture is not more deeply considered
in community interventions.

Case Study 8.3
Water Boiling in a Peruvian Town
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In “Water Boiling in a Peruvian Town” by Ed Wellin
(1955; see Trickett, 2011), a three-year public health
intervention was implemented to decrease the waterrelated health risks in Los Molinos, a rural Peruvian
town. The evidence-based practice of boiling water
targeted women, with the assumption that increased
knowledge about the health benefits of boiling water
would persuade them to change. The intervention was
delivered by a health worker who took up residence in
Los Molinos and her goal was to have the women boil
their water before using it. The intervention turned out
Photo by Pxhere is licensed under CC BY 2.0
to be unsuccessful as the majority of women did not
start this practice and this was due to several reasons
steeped in cultural beliefs and local customs or conditions. For example, the cultural meanings of hot and
cold in their culture meant that boiled water was used for certain health issues, but it was not associated
with germs or diseases. Over time, boiled water was culturally linked to illness and very much disliked by the
local people. The intervention’s impact was also further affected by the women’s inability to boil because of
their daily routines, social ostracization for boiling because of the meanings of cold and hot water, and lack
of interest in women’s lives by the gendered town’s leadership.

This case study demonstrates the significant impact of culture on well-intentioned and scientificallybased interventions meant to improve community health and well-being. For that reason, Trickett
provides recommendations about how Community Psychology can contribute more to the
understanding of culture in research and practice. Some of these recommendations include focusing on
communities more than programs, understanding that choice is more important than change, working
with local experts in the community, and using research designs and methods that are appropriate for
diverse cultures and populations.
Another approach proposed by Resnicow and colleagues (1999) considers surface structure and
deep structure for designing culturally-anchored community programs. Surface structure includes
aspects of the program that are observable such as gender, race, and ethnicity of the staff members;
setting; language(s) used; and choices of cultural components, such as music or food. Deep structure
includes knowing the historical, social, and psychological knowledge of the culture to understand
core cultural values, beliefs, and practices. However, attending to both surface and deep structures
will not guarantee the success of the program. Matching the race or ethnicity of the staff to program
participants is not always enough to establish trust or resolve all cultural differences. Similarly,
programs using deep structures may appeal differently to those with different acculturation statuses;
therefore, more research is necessary to determine the effectiveness of these culturally anchored
programs.
Overall, as our knowledge and work with diverse communities continues to expand, the culturallysituated and anchored approaches used by community psychologists will continue to be very important
for designing programs. Central to this will be the evolving development of a cultural Community
Psychology which incorporates theories and methods from cross-cultural and cultural psychology in
research and practice (O’Donnell & Tharp, 2012).
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SUMMING UP

“Respect” by Thomas Haynie is licensed under CC BY 2.0

This chapter presented the framework of cultural humility as an ongoing approach to working with
diverse communities. It is important to recognize various dimensions of diversity and how they
intersect to produce unique experiences of inequity or privilege. Community psychologists go beyond
traditional research and practice by working with members of marginalized groups to challenge
oppression through participatory action research and to provide tools for empowerment and selfdirected change.

Critical Thought Questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How would you explain the differences between cultural humility and cultural competence?
Why is cultural humility more beneficial for understanding diversity?
How do race and ethnicity differ? How is race socially constructed?
What gender norms are present in today’s society? Would you say these gender norms are
beneficial or not? Why?
Why is it important to focus more research on the spectrum of sexual identities?
Although disability involves a physical/biological reality, it is also a social construction. How is
disability a social construction?

6.

What is intersectionality and how does it impact a person’s experiences?

7.

Why should the culture of a community be considered before designing community programs?
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9.
OPPRESSION AND P
PO
OWER
Geraldine L. Palmer, Jesica S. Ferńandez, Gordon Lee, Hana Masud, Sonja Hilson, Catalina
Tang, Dominique Thomas, Latriece Clark, Bianca Guzman, and Ireri Bernai

Chapter Nine Objectives

By the end of this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Explain the concepts and theories of oppression and power

•

Describe the intersection of oppression and power

•

Identify strategies used by community psychologists and allies to address oppression and power
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“Toddler Looking Through Clear Glass Window” by Oleksandr Pidvalnyi is licensed under the Pexels License

“Healing begins where the wound was made.”
-Alice Walker (The Way Forward is With a Broken Heart)
Community Psychology has grown up amidst times in US history and throughout the world where
social change has been the interwoven thread throughout urban and suburban spaces. Social change
continues to be the thread we must use to construct new realities. Not uncommon, as community
psychologists have discovered over the past few years, social change work can often be more effective
starting at the community level and then branching outward to macrosystems.
Macrosystems include influences of governmental
“….the definition and critical
policies, corporations, and belief systems. To this
end, having a firm understanding of the dynamics
analysis of oppression has left
that challenge communities is critical. This
out the complexity, voices and
understanding must extend to grappling with
lived experiences of individuals
some of the more unjust practices such as who have been severely impacted
oppression and power that have influenced and
by injustice and oppression…”
shaped many of our communities today,
– bell hooks (1994)
particularly where members are people of color.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the
interrelated concepts of oppression and power and explore their relationship to the health and wellbeing of communities. We conceptualize oppression and power in upcoming sections. First, we give an
overview of what oppression is. Second, we discuss the concept of power. Third, we discuss the
relationship between oppression and power, because they typically never act alone. Fourth, we look at
methodologies to deconstruct oppression and power. Finally, we offer strategies that can, and are,
used in Community Psychology practice.
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This chapter expands on the discussion of
oppression and power in Chapter 1 (Jason, Glantsman,
O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019) and other current
Community Psychology textbooks, primarily through
the lens of those who have been and continue to be
oppressed. Broadly defined through theoretical and
abstract concepts, the definition and critical analysis
of oppression have left out the complexity, voices, and
lived experiences of individuals who have been
“Community, Equality, Diversity” by Public Domain Pictures is licensed under CC0 1.0
severely impacted by injustice and oppression. Our
ways of knowing and being are credible and of critical importance to students learning how knowledge
and power are created and what evidence is most credible in discussing them. We also include
information that portrays the strength and resiliency of community members as a balance to the
scholarship. The authors’ perspectives and inclusion of the lived experiences of others will add
richness and depth to your studies.
JUST WHAT IS OPPRESSION?

“Oppression” by McBeth is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

Oppression is defined in Merriam-Webster dictionary as: “Unjust or cruel exercise of authority or power
especially by the imposition of burdens; the condition of being weighed down; an act of pressing
down; a sense of heaviness or obstruction in the body or mind”. This definition demonstrates the
intensity of oppression, which also shows how difficult such a challenge is to address or eradicate.
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Further, the word oppression comes from the Latin root primere, which actually means “pressed down”.
Importantly, we can conclude that oppression is the social act of placing severe restrictions on an
individual, group, or institution.
Moreover oppression is often discussed in the same
context as the terms “dehumanization” and
“exploitation”. These are terms that portray
unjustness and cruelty. To adequately prepare you to
effectively address the challenges many communities
are facing, we include the terms to help familiarize
you with what oppression feels like to the receiver.
Understanding the perceptions, meanings, and
experiences of community members is critical for
work in Community Psychology in order to address
“Oppression” by McBeth is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
social issues such as oppression. The excerpt below
gives an example of a person, who also happens to be
a community psychologist, describing their lived oppressive experiences:

Case Study 9.1
A Personal Communication

“…I felt this fullness, unexplainable presence, inner
pain but it was not tangible, almost like a phantom
ache or pain, that sensation a person has when they
have lost a limb and it feels like it is still there but it
hurts. It filled my body. I was grief-stricken. Sad. I felt
that I, WE, THEY, have let our children down. Our
Village is no longer protecting our children. That
sacred piece of our legacy.
If I can take accountability or acknowledge this
wrong, why doesn’t our oppressor? What is the value
in destroying a child, a people, their dreams? It is
mean, evil, greedy, disastrous, ugly, devilish, and
immoral. It is every gunshot into the backs of Black
men. It is an assassination of the human spirit. It rapes
us of our purpose. Our young people should never,
never feel uncared for, unwanted or invisible….
I bow my head with my hands over my ears and I sit
in silence. I realize that these feelings have been
sitting dormant…”

Photo by johnhain is licensed under the Pixabay License

(-J. Samuel, personal communication, 2018)

It is important to note that while we are providing you with a framework of oppression and power, we
will also provide you with examples of action strategies for how community psychologists and allies
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are supporting the resiliency in communities so that you can feel encouraged to discover your own way
into combating oppression.
WHY OPPRESSION?

Photo by StockSnap is licensed under the Pixabay License

After studying the concept of oppression, you might be asking- what is the reason for oppression?
Typically, a government or political organization that is in power places these restrictions formally
or covertly on groups so that the distribution of resources are unfairly allocated—and this means
power stays in the hands of those who already have it (a discussion on power follows this section).
We understand that oppression occurs when individuals are systematically subjected to political,
economic, cultural, or social degradation because they belong to a certain social group—this results
from structures of domination and subordination and, correspondingly, ideologies of superiority and
inferiority.
According to decolonial theory, over the last 500 years, the colonial matrix of power, patron
colonial de poder has been and is one of the primary sources of oppression. Decolonial theory uses a
framework that attempts to answer questions pertaining to knowledge, coloniality, and globalization.
The “western world” is a production of coloniality and modernity. The latter two terms refer to the
socio-cultural norms developed after the 18th century and the chapter in European history known
as the Enlightenment. It is defined loosely by industrialization, science, division of labor, capitalism,
secularism, education, and liberalism (Smith, 1999). Further western modernity created and
constructed the idea of ‘race’ as a biological function, as part of a narrative to indicate the superiority
of the white race and the inferiority of all other races (peoples). Western modernity and the colonial
matrix of power have constructed a particular place: the West. Read more about the nature and origin
of oppression here.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF OPPRESSION

“All Oppression is Connected, 2013 by Jim Chuchu #MakingAfrica” by baldiri is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Oppression is described in psychology as states and processes that include psychological and political
components of victimization, agency, and resistance where power relations produce domination,
subordination, and resistance (Prilleltensky, 2003). The oppressed group suffers greatly from multiple
forms of exclusion, exploitation, control, and violence. The literature on the psychological impact
of oppression suggests that the erasure and removal of intrinsic cultural identities influenced by
oppressive practices can lead to negative outcomes such as “internalization of negative group
identities and low self-esteem.”
In understanding psychology of oppression, the oppressed initially adopt “avoidance reactions” which
are responses that prevent adverse outcomes from occurring. This happens before one truly
internalizes the ideologies of the oppressor, which ultimately results in engaging in self-destructive
behaviors before reaching the point of internalized racism and assimilation. Lastly, oppression is not
a static concept nor does it have a fixed relationship to racism and discrimination. It changes and can
be extremely non-transparent—both covert and overt. The tools of oppression are often disguised or
hidden as privileges. Read more here on the impact of oppression and power on communities of color.
Case Study 9.2 below provides a number of factors indicative of the impact of oppression from political,
economic, and socio-cultural factors on one community in Chicago, IL.
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Case Study 9.2
Englewood: Struggling to Rise

Once known as Junction Grove, the rich history of
Englewood began in the mid-1800s as the area quickly
developed into a rail and commerce crossroads.
Junction Grove changed its name to Englewood in
1868, and in 1889, it became part of the City of
Chicago. With its cross streets at 63rd and Halsted, the
four railroad stations, and the 63rd Street ‘L’ stop,
Englewood has long been a transportation hub of the
southwest side. This easy access helped to make
Englewood one of the largest outlying business
districts in the country for much of the first half of the
20th century (Roberts & Stamz, 2002).
“NYC 4002 Englewood, Chicago, IL on April 21, 1965” by Marty Bernard is Public Domain
Yet, as racial strife shook the 1950s and ’60s, white
flight occurred from US communities while African
Americans moved in. Subsequently, banks refused to lend money to people trying to start businesses or buy
homes in African American neighborhoods, and major grocery stores and other companies refused to open
branches. Englewood was no exception (Lydersen, 2011). Further, political redistricting has resulted in
Englewood being divided into five districts, each of which is assigned to a different Illinois district. This has
created more division and strife. Can you identify the political, economic and socio-cultural factors resulting
from oppression and power?

JUST WHAT IS POWER?

Power & Equality by Steve Snodgrass is licensed under CC BY 2.0
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Power is a concept that has come to possess numerous meanings for different individuals. Power is
multifaceted and takes various forms: power over, power to, and power from (Kloos et al., 2012). Power
over is the ability to compel or dominate others, control resources, and enforce commands. Power to
is the ability of people to pursue personal and/or collective goals and to develop their own capacities.
Power from is the ability to resist coercion and unwanted commands/demands.
Much of the conversations on power have been through the lens of empowerment (Riger, 1993;
Rappaport, 1981; Rappaport, 1987). Rappaport (1981) proposed empowerment as a phenomenon of
interest for the field, stating the need for a distinction between actual power (i.e., political
empowerment) and perceived power (i.e., psychological empowerment).
Furthermore, we understand empowerment as an individualistic concept which needs to incorporate
social power. These theorists have conceptualized empowerment as a manifestation of social power
and propose three instruments of its implementation. First, it is having control over resources in such a
way that they can be used to reward and punish various people. Second, it is the ability to control barriers
to participation through defining what we talk about and how we talk about it. One example is expert
power, which is based on the “perceived knowledge, skill, or experience of a person or group” (Kloos
et al., 2012). Third, it is a force that shapes shared consciousness through myths, ideology, and control of
information. To support these concepts, Serrano-García (1984), a community psychologist, discusses
both the successes and failures of a community development intervention in her homeland of Puerto
Rico in Case Study 9.3.

Case Study 9.3
Proyecto Esfuerzo (Project Effort)

Irma Serrano-Garcia (1984) wrote, “As a member of a
group of people who believe in equality and freedom
and in the capacity of human beings to achieve both, I
write as a Puerto Rican and community psychologist.
My work stems from a social change perspective. As a
community psychologist with a commitment to the
“disadvantaged” groups of society, I believe that my
values should be clearly stated… the island was under
Spanish rule from 1843 to 1898 making our traditions
mainly hispanic and our language, Spanish. The
country was turned over to the US as a war booty of the
Spanish American War in 1898” (Serrano-Garcia, 1984,
p. 174).

“Modern Buildings Tower Over the Shanties Crowded Along the Martin Pena Canal” by John
Vachon is licensed under Public Domain

To this end, the country was under the rule of the US for some aspects such as citizenship and foreign
trade, and some areas were ruled by Puerto Rico’s internal governmental structure. Economically 60% of the
citizens earned an annual income of $2,500 or less, while 70% received food stamps (SNAP Benefits) or other
public benefits. Unemployed rates soared at 22.7% of the population and 99% of the food was imported.
Serrano-Garcia further shared, “Our reality is one of colonization and not self-determination, of hispanic
not anglo-saxon traditions and of underdevelopment and not economic growth” (p. 174). This and other
factors prompted the onset of community development efforts to foster change directed by the quest for
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empowerment. The intervention framework to address this challenge included both a community
development and research model. Six key points acted as guidelines including familiarization with the
community, needs and resources, linking reality, concrete activities and resident’s integration, transition,
and end of project. Read more here. How do the six guidelines used in the framework intersect with each
other?

LANGUAGE AS POWER

“James Baldwin 37” by Alan Warren is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0

Systems of domination often work not only through physical force but through language. Cultural
racism deems a group’s culture as inferior, including its language. A group’s social and political power
typically coincides with the status of their language within the society (Belgrave & Allison, 2019).
A byproduct of colonialism is the fact that millions of people around the world speak languages
not indigenous to their own lands, but to former colonial powers (England, France, Spain, Portugal,
etc.). Native cultures and languages were overthrown by the culture and language of the colonizers.
Translation works both as a language tool and as an instrument of power, and this is used when
languages are translated and when people are transformed, or translated, by changing their sense of
their place in society.
Control over language and information is referred to as power/knowledge. Focult asserts that power
is inherently tied to control over and access to information and vice versa. Knowledge is always related
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to systems of power. James Baldwin (1979) similarly refers to language as a political instrument. The
language a person uses communicates their status within that society. He proposed the language
barrier that prevented Africans from communicating with one another limited their collective power.
According to Baldwin, the development of Black English is a result of particular relationships of power:
“A language comes into existence by means of brutal necessity, and the rules of the language are
dictated by what the language must convey.”
COLONIALISM AS POWER

“Landing of Columbus” by John Vanderlyn is licensed under Public Domain

Perhaps one of the most expansive and dominating forms of power has been colonialism. During the
19th century, as much as 90% of the world was controlled and/or colonized by western (European
and European-derived) nations. This suppression and domination were justified using the construct of
race, false research theories that portrayed non-white populations as infantile, incompetent, primitive,
savage, and needing western powers to civilize them and bring them into modernity. The rise of settler
societies like the US and Canada are the results of centuries of violent conflict, cultural and spatial
displacement, and social, economic, and political oppression. During the 20th century, people across
Africa, Asia, and Latin America engaged in anti-colonial struggles for independence. Although formal
imperial empires came to an end when these countries gained their independence, informal empires
remained, as many nations continued to be dependent on former colonial powers. Consequently,
political, economic, and military controls were largely maintained within these nations, as a result of
adopting the power and oppression of the colonial powers.
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OPPRESSION AND POWER: TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN

“1854 $3 Indian Princess Head“by National Numismatic Collection, National Museum of American History is licensed under Public Domain

Power and oppression can be said to be mirror reflections of one another in a sense or are two sides
of the same coin. Where you see power that causes harm, you will likely see oppression. Oppression
emerges as a result of power, with its roots in global colonialism and conquests. For example,
oppression as an action can deny certain groups jobs that pay living wages, can establish unequal
education (e.g., through a lack of adequate capital per student for resources), can deny affordable
housing, and the list goes on. You may be wondering why some groups live in poverty, reside in
substandard housing, or simply do not measure up to the dominant society in some facet. We have
some idea, but today we are still grappling with these questions and still conducting research studies
to better understand.
As discussed at a seminar at the Leaven Center (2003), groups that do not have “power over” are
those society classifies or labels as disenfranchised; they are exploited and victimized in a variety of
ways by agents of oppression and/or systems and institutions. They are subjected to restrictions and
seen as expendable and replaceable—particularly by agents of oppression. This philosophy, in turn,
minimizes the roles certain populations play in society. Sadly, agents of oppression often deny that
this injustice occurs and blames oppressive conditions on the behaviors and actions of the oppressed
group. Oppression subsequently becomes a system and patterns are adopted and perpetuated. Thai
and Lien (2019) in Chapter 6 discuss diversity and highlight the impact of “white privilege” as a major
contributor to systems and patterns of oppression for non-privileged individuals and groups.
Additionally, socialization patterns help maintain systems of oppression. Members of society learn
through formal and informal educational environments that advance the ideologies of the dominant
group, and how they should act and what their role and place are in society. Power is thus exercised
in this instance but now is both psychologically and physically harmful. This process of constructing
knowledge is helpful to those who seek to control and oppress, through power, because physical
coercion may not last, but psychological ramifications can be perpetual, particularly without
intervention.
As shared, knowledge is sustained through social processes, and what we come to know and believe is
socially constructed, so it becomes ever more important to discuss dominant narratives of our society
and the meaning it lends to our culture. It is our role as community psychologists to be a witness, to
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advocate, and to raise the voice and consciousness of those who lack power and /or the capacity to do so
themselves. It is also our role to raise the consciousness of those who oppress and disempower. In the next
section, we shall take a look at roles community psychologists can play in consciousness raising and
deconstructing power and oppression.
ACTION STRATEGIES: DISMANTLING OPPRESSION AND POWER

Photo by johnhain is licensed under the Pixabay License

As mentioned in Chapter 1 (Jason, Glantsman, O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019), community psychologists
endorse a social justice and critical psychology perspective, where the position is to challenge and
address oppressive systems through a number of action strategies including approaches that fall under
a dismantling framework. To this end, we now discuss two interconnected, yet distinct community
approaches that focus on what is termed the deconstruction and reclaiming of power. Deconstruction
has its roots in Jacques Derrida’s work in critical analysis of theoretical and literary language. We
speak about reclaiming as simply recovering or getting back. A discussion of liberation, followed by
decolonization and reclaiming power through Black Feminist theory, concludes this section, as it
demonstrates how power is de-centered and reclaimed for the power and liberation of communities.
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LIBERATION

“Liberate Minds” by Working Image Photography is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

Community psychologists engage topics associated with the dismantling of oppression and power. One
of these concepts is liberation. Liberation is defined as the social, cultural, economic, and political
freedom and emancipation to have agency, control, and power over one’s life. To live life freely
and unaffected or harmed by conditions of oppression is to experience liberation (Watkins, 2002).
Although there are varied ways of experiencing liberation – from the individual to the community
to the systemic – each one is interconnected with the other. An individual, or psychological sense
of liberation, lies in the ability for the person to feel unconstrained by stereotypes and prejudiced
ideas that manifest as acts of discrimination. When individuals are constantly feeling that their
bodies are being perceived and categorized in biased ways because of their race, ethnicity, gender,
sexuality, age, and other visible characteristics, their capacity to act with free will is constrained. For
example, students of color at predominantly white institutions of higher education often experience
higher levels of stress and anxiety because they experience more micro-aggressions (Hope et al.,
2018). Students of color are therefore marked by these experiences in ways that are detrimental
to their well-being and academic success. Liberation for these students is limited by the culture of
racism and colorblindness inherent in the university. At a collective or community level, liberation
is possible when the group is able to gain power and control over the knowledge, systems, and
institutions that surround their lives. As Brazilian popular educator, Paulo Freire, suggests, liberation
is a social act, a process of becoming free from ideologies that limit our freedom and the institutions or
structures that constrain people’s collective determination. Liberation must be understood as having
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a critical consciousness of the circumstances and conditions of oppression that challenge and limit
opportunities for freedom. Liberation is also a practice of working to create change. As Martín-Baró
proposes, liberation is the dismantling of oppression and power, and striving to create social change
that recognizes the humanity and dignity of all people. As an example of this work, we have included
in Case Study 9.4 an excerpt of a letter adopted by the Society for Community Research and Action
(SCRA) in opposition to the Dakota Access Pipeline.

Case Study 9.4
The Dakota Access Pipeline

In July 2016, the Army Corps of Engineers approved
the plans for the Dallas-based Energy Transfer
Partners to construct the Dakota Access Pipeline, a
1,172 mile underground crude oil transportation
system stretching from North Dakota to Illinois. It is
estimated that the pipeline will pump just under half a
million barrels of fracked crude oil per day across the
Missouri River, the Mississippi River, and other sources
of drinking water, which will impact surrounding
communities. Although many will potentially be
affected by the proposed pipeline, the Lakota Sioux
Photo by Fibonacci Blue is licensed under CC BY 2.0
and the Standing Rock Sioux Indian Reservation
spanning North and South Dakota are among those
most directly affected by the pipeline and have voiced strong opposition to its continued construction. As
psychologists committed to racial, ethnic, and cultural justice we stand in opposition to the continued
construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline so long as that pipeline infringes on the environmental health
and sacred spaces of indigenous communities…Read more of the letter here. What are examples of
dismantling and liberation?
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DECOLONIALITY

“Mural at Mexican Cultural Heritage Center, San Jose” by Nicole de Beaufort is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

Although often associated with freedom, decoloniality is not the same nor should it be equated with
liberation. Decoloniality is characterized by a process of undoing, disrupting, and de-linking
knowledge rooted in Eurocentric thinking that ignores or devalues the local knowledge, experiences,
and expertise of non-western peoples or dominant social groups (Maldonado-Torres, 2011).
Furthermore, decoloniality challenges coloniality and colonialism – the former defined as the power
and control over people and knowledge, and the latter being a process through which power and
control are acquired often through violence (Mignolo, 2009). Decoloniality, therefore, contests the
assumptions of systems, or the organization of peoples and worlds, into categories. For example, the
“othering” of Indigenous communities by forcing them onto reservation lands and then subsequently
occupying and exploiting these lands and natural resources, as in the Dakota Access Pipeline examples,
is a form of coloniality. This “othering” perpetuates the oppression and dehumanization of Indigenous
communities across generations (Gone, 2016). Re-thinking and deconstructing Eurocentric/western
ideologies and practices that uphold coloniality as the power over people, lands, and knowledge is
thus the main point of decolonization. A decolonial standpoint in Community Psychology honors and
respects the humanity of all communities, especially those that have been institutionally marginalized,
and sees values in local knowledge, culture, and place (Moane, 2003). For an example of a decolonial
community-based participatory action research project—collaboratively led by Dr. Jesica Siham
Ferńandez and Dr. Laura Nichols with Mexican immigrant mothers in a community undergoing
gentrification in the Silicon Valley (California, US). It centers on the voices, culture, and lived
experiences of Mexican and Latinx communities (check out a newspaper report covering the making of
the mural, and a short news media coverage showcasing the madres speaking about their process).
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BLACK FEMINIST THOUGHT

Photo by rawpixel.com is licensed under the Standard Freepik License

This section discusses intersectionality as a form of decolonialism that is crucial to a well-rounded
understanding of how our multiple identities play into the world around us. Intersectionality, rooted
in Black feminist thought, emerged at the turn of the 21st century. Black feminist theory, informed
by the work of Collins (1990/2000), Lorde (1984), hooks (1994), the Combahee River Collective, and
other Black feminist scholars such as Sojourner Truth and other writers and activists, surfaced as a
radical movement. Intersectionality was developed by Kimberlé W. Crenshaw and this short video link
should help with understanding. The concept primarily illustrates the intersectional experiences of
Black women, whose concerns were neither fully addressed within the Civil Rights Movement, nor
the (white) feminist movement. Intersectionality posits that race and gender categories, along with
other dimensions of identity and positionality, such as sexuality, age, class and able-bodiness, are
clear and have social, legal, political, and economic implications. Within Community Psychology,
intersectionality provides a theoretical lens for re-conceptualizing race, along with other categories
of difference and positions of power, beyond identity politics. Rather than focusing on the politics
of difference, intersectionality describes the interlocking patterns of oppression and marginality that
structure people’s lives, opportunities, and enfranchisement. Intersectionality provides a theoretical
framework from which we can examine and deconstruct the structures of race and gender oppression
(Collins, 1990/2000). Furthermore, intersectionality also offers implications for working toward a
practice of solidarity among those interested in advancing social justice.
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SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

Photo by OpenClipart-Vectors is licensed under the Pixabay License

The concepts of oppression and power are not only multi-dimensional but also involve multifaceted,
complex means of being executed. In order to effectively conceptualize dismantling and disrupting
power and oppression, it is important to delve further into looking at systems by which power and
oppression exist and are maintained. Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory provided a
framework for us to examine how power and oppression are carried out and perpetuated in individual
and community environments. Yet, human behavior is not simply nested as Bronfenbrenner theorized,
but our behavior is also networked, where each system is defined in terms of the social relationships
surrounding a targeted individual, and where systems at different levels relate to one another in an
overlapping fashion (Neal & Neal 2013). Thus, dismantling power and oppression is a difficult task that
requires a community systems approach. It is also important to note that historical events such as
colonialism and change across time necessitate that idea that power/oppression must be continually
re-examined and monitored.
The Chicanx Student Movement is an example of the results of oppression and power and a social
action strategy, to address the issue. See Case Study 9.5 for a discussion on the East LA “Blowouts”.
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Case Study 9.5
The Chicano Student Movement and Educational System in East LA

The 1968 East LA blowouts were a direct response to
the educational inequities experienced by Chicanx
students attending several of the local high schools in
the East LA area (e.g., Wilson, Lincoln, Belmont,
Roosevelt, Garfield). For example, students attended
schools that lacked resources, were placed in
overcrowded classrooms where they often faced
derogatory comments by teachers, were prohibited
from talking in Spanish and where disobedience was
met with corporal punishment or janitorial work.
Moreover, non-white male students were pushed into
non-academic classes like wood shop or automechanic shop classes while females were sent to
cooking classes, sewing, and secretary prep courses.
Consequently, dropout rates were as high as sixty percent.

“San Jose Chicano Rights Marches California002” by San José Library is licensed CC BY-SA 2.0

However, as the numbers of students walking out grew, so did the challenges. Students who joined the
walkouts were met with violence from police deployed to the schools. While many students were beaten
during the walkouts, other students, who helped to lead the movement, faced further legal troubles. As a
result, 13 male students were charged with conspiracy, only avoiding charges after protests by the
community were held and litigations were filed. Fifty years later the Los Angeles Unified School District and
Cal State LA a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) in the heart of the East LA area, organized a “walk-in” to
commemorate the 1968 blowouts and to highlight the changes that have occurred. Over 500 high school
students from the same walkout schools marched onto the Cal State LA campus chanting “Yes we can.”
While this is certainly a change the reality for students is they continue to struggle to gain access to higher
education.
Protests and other forms of addressing community issues often result in unintended consequences but
continue to be strategies employed to advance social justice. What are some strategies for mitigating
unintended consequences?

Other action strategies discussed in earlier chapters that have been met with both challenges and
successes are in social movements and consciousness-raising efforts. In recent years there has been
an explosion of young people’s participation in social movements across the U.S. Some include
involvement in long-term struggles such as the fight for equal rights for the LGBTQ+ community, and
some are a continuance of prior social movements such as the #MeToo Movement (evolving from the
struggle for women’s rights) as well as the Black Lives Matter movement. Read more here.
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Consciousness-raising efforts have their roots in a
number of theorists’ frameworks and movements
including Pedagogy of the Oppressed and the feminist
movements as previously mentioned. Yet, it is
important to also understand that structural systems
of oppression are found in the categorical labeling we
use to exclude and separate. Case Study 9.6 below
illustrates a strategy for dismantling labeling that
perpetuates inequality through reframing the
language of liberation.

Case Study 9.6
Reframing Language for Liberation

In 2012, Geri Palmer, former executive director of a
non-profit organization in Chicago and current
community psychologist, became aware of the
importance of the influence of public perspectives and
attitudes regarding people who are homeless,
specifically relative to funding and resources. She
recognized that public perceptions and attitudes are
formed in many ways, one being the words and terms
used to discuss, and refer to marginalized populations.
This is important, as terms that describe and
categorize people experiencing homelessness, such as
Raise Awareness by Sharon Sinclair is licensed under CC BY 2.0
“the homeless” and “homeless people” are widely used
by those in the helping professions. Yet, they reflect
the core ideologies and economic interests of the dominant majority and have their roots in historical
systems of inequality and oppression.
Through a series of workshops held in medical and health care facilities, in board development workshops,
conferences, and classrooms designed to raise awareness, The Language Reframing Project was initiated. The
goal was twofold: (1) Raise awareness of language and labeling and its negative implications; and (2)
reframe language and labeling in discourse and in reference to people who are homeless, as well as other
populations considered marginalized. This can specifically be applied to all marketing materials including
websites and social media. One agency has changed its online marketing materials to align with the
campaign’s mission, and former employees of this agency report they are pushing forward the language
reframing initiative in their new workplaces and overall worldview. The Salvation Army has adopted a
similar campaign (Palmer, 2018)…Read more here. Why does categorical labeling of certain groups of people
perpetuate oppression?
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Community psychologists are equipped with the skills and training, practice, and lived experience
needed to address the most pressing of social issues and concerns in our communities today. The
continuation of structural systems of oppression and power, and its grip on our communities, families,
and individuals is an ever-present concern and it is no easy task to engage in dismantling and
addressing structural systems. Yet, we are advancing social justice through the strategies we mention
here and are making great strides by supporting the resiliency in the same communities where
oppressive systems exist. We strived to make this portion of the book as realistic as possible,
particularly with the help of looking through the eyes of community psychologists who have lived
experiences as well as allies who support the work of community psychologists in practice and
community-driven research. We wanted a chapter that spoke to the multi-faceted dynamics of
oppression and power, but also to provide actionable strategies that are tools for liberation. Moreover,
by providing this free online textbook, we are in a very direct way dealing with the high price of
textbooks that often is a real hurdle for our college students, who sometimes can not even afford
to purchase them and are disadvantaged by this economic barrier. This effort is a strategy that also
empowers and liberates.
We have attempted to include a balanced view, discussing the concepts and impact, but showing
how resilience and empowerment have been successful at advancing social justice. It is important
for undergraduate students, specifically in Community Psychology, to see the fullness of what the
discipline embraces and strives to uphold.

Critical Thought Questions
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1. What experiences do you have with power and/or oppression? In thinking about the “two faces” of
power and oppression, how have you seen power and oppression operate in your life or in the life of others
in your community?
2. Reread Dr. Irma Serrano-Garcia’s article. Identify the role of coloniality and colonialism in shaping the
Puerto Rican experience. What do coloniality and colonialism look like today?
3. Explain how you have experienced or seen power operate in your life or in your community. What are
some contemporary examples of the coloniality of power today?
4. Think back to the other cases studies presented in this chapter. Identify how oppressed and
institutionally disenfranchised communities interrupted and sought to deconstruct power.
5. Reflecting back on the experience of power or oppression that you initially identified, what is one
theory or concept that stood out to you, and which helps you think about ways of addressing oppressive
systems of power? Why does that theory or concept stand out to you the most?

Take the Chapter 9 Quiz
View the Chapter 9 Lecture Slides
____________________________________________________________________
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EMPO
OWERMENT
Fabricio E. Balcazar, Christopher B. Keys, and Julie A. Vryhof

Chapter Ten Objectives

By the end of this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Specify different levels of empowerment

•

Understand how we can contribute to power redistribution

•

Learn ways to take action to make changes in communities

Photo by Kelly Sikkema is licensed under the Unsplash License

The cries of “Black Power!”, “Student Power!”, and “Power to the People!” rang out in the 1960s and
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beyond. The idea of power was central to those social movements. The work of those groups led to
changes in civil rights, gay rights, and women’s rights. For example, the Women’s Movement raised
important issues regarding women’s relative lack of power in personal relationships and their lack of
opportunities in the workplace and larger society. Oppressive conditions supported by men-driven laws
and policies in the larger society affected women on the individual, organizational, community, and
societal levels.
Many participating within these social change movements experienced greater empowerment,
which means gaining greater influence and control over important matters in one’s life and
environment. Coupled with visions of hope and possibility, empowerment helped spur movements for
positive social change for African Americans, students, women, Latinx, LGBT individuals, people with
disabilities, Asian-Americans, prisoners, and people with mental illness, among many other groups.
Rappaport (1981) proposed that empowerment should be one of the primary focus of Community
Psychology. He believed that empowerment is about helping those with less than their fair share of
power to understand their own situation and gain more power. For Rappaport, empowerment includes
considering people’s needs, their rights and their choices, and it captures the breadth of concern with
the powerlessness that many groups experience.
To fully address the powerlessness of individuals and groups, efforts toward empowerment must
be made on multiple levels. At the individual level, awareness of one’s lack of power can make one
more likely to work towards increasing personal power. At a higher level, legal and societal sides
of oppression may give rise to societal and political change. Thus, empowerment is a multilevel
concept that impacts individuals, organizations, communities, and societies. From these beginnings,
empowerment has come to be a key idea in Community Psychology and has also been important to
fields such as Social Work, Public Health, Education, Political Science, Anthropology, and Community
Development (Keys, McConnell, Motley, Liao, & McAuliff, 2017). Now, let’s consider how
empowerment is thought of at different levels of analysis.
Individual Empowerment
Individual empowerment allows people to exercise
control and increase self-efficacy. Self-efficacy can be
described as developing a sense of personal power,
strength, or mastery that aids in increasing one’s
capacity to act in situations where one feels a lack of
power. Individual self-efficacy is sometimes
considered a “westernized” or “individualistic”
construct built on the idea that simply having a belief
in one’s ability to achieve a certain outcome is all a
Photo by JillWellington is licensed under the Pixabay License
person needs for self-empowerment. This would
imply that an internal belief in oneself is both
sufficient and desirable for changing a one’s life. But change in self-efficacy without real change in
one’s life cannot truly be called empowerment (Cattaneo & Chapman, 2010).
Psychological Empowerment
In contrast, psychological empowerment at the individual and group levels requires increased
awareness and understanding of the factors that influence our lives. It is a process by which we become
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aware of the power dynamics that occur at multiple levels in our lives. This could be something like
becoming aware of being treated differently due to the color of one’s skin, or how the lack of resources
in the community one lives in affects one’s well-being. People then begin to develop skills for gaining
control over relevant aspects of their lives, such as advocating for themselves or working on coping
techniques to respond to discrimination. To truly address all the factors that affect a person’s life,
people’s actions should also be directed toward changing the conditions of oppression at multiples
levels, such as conditions in the home, at work, or in society. These environmental changes can be
complemented by an increase in one’s degree of control over aspects of one’s own life.
Psychological empowerment considers the role of the context and the influences from external
factors that impact the lives of all people (Keys et al., 2017). For example, women in the 1950s were
affected by how they were treated both at home and in the workplace. In both cases, there were
clear power differentials, whether it was between husband and wife or employer and worker. These
external factors, or contextual factors outside of individual women’s control, impacted women in the
environments where they lived and worked. The Women’s Movement and related advocacy efforts
were led by women who had developed empowerment skills individually and began supporting the
empowerment of others on a societal scale.
Changes individually and on a group level can be accomplished through critically examining the
situations people find themselves in. For example, the Black Power Movement in the 1960s and the
Black Lives Matter Movement in the present are responses to the personal and societal oppression
African Americans felt as citizens of the US. These social movements criticized the cultural norms
of the time and challenged people to really think critically about how African Americans were being
mistreated and abused on a daily basis. As with all individual and group level change, the context had
to be examined through a critical lens.
Critical awareness leads individuals to identify personal and contextual factors that may be part
of empowerment for particular individuals or groups. These factors may include additional skills,
access to financial capital, access to other resources and opportunities, and access to individuals with
greater power. Methods include, but are not limited to, training, developing advocacy skills, studying,
becoming self-efficacious, and pursuing resources and opportunities (Cattaneo & Chapman, 2010).
By increasing skills and access to resources, one can work towards achieving an increased sense of
individual and psychological empowerment. A good example of psychological empowerment is found
in Case Study 10.1, about Ed Roberts and his efforts toward helping people with disabilities live
independently.

Case Study 10.1
Independent Living Movement
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The life of Ed Roberts—a central figure in the development of
the independent living movement for people with disabilities in
the US—is an example of psychological empowerment. Ed
became severely paralyzed at a young age. In his childhood,
Roberts’ mother instilled an appreciation for education in her
son. She also taught him how to advocate for what he needed.
Roberts experienced firsthand the ways in which society
distributed power unfairly. A high school administrator
threatened to not allow Roberts to earn his high school diploma
because Roberts had not completed a driver’s training or
physical education course, which he could not physically
perform. He had to fight those decisions. After graduating from
high school, Roberts was admitted to the University of
California-Berkeley but had to fight for accommodations and
support from both the university and his rehabilitation
counselor. Roberts’ admission to the university drew more
individuals with physical disabilities to attend the college. He
began to advocate for changes to be made to the physical
environment, such as curb cuts to aid people in wheelchairs. He
also helped to create the first student-led disability services
“Edward V Roberts” by Unnamed DOR Employee is Public Domain
program in the United States and advocated for attendant
services and wheelchair repairs to be provided on campus. At the University of California-Berkeley, he
earned both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree. Because of his work, Ed made this university a more
accessible place for himself and other individuals with disabilities.

Organizational Empowerment
At the organizational level, it is useful to think of empowerment in two ways: empowering those
within the organization and being effective in fairly addressing organization level issues and working
well with those outside the organization such as other organizations and governmental policies and
laws. Regarding the first meaning of organizational empowerment, empowering, we can think of ways
an organization is empowering of those individual and groups within it. We first need to recognize
that organizations can control and influence those who are inside the organization (Peterson &
Zimmerman, 2004). For instance, Maton (2008) identified a set of positive core organizational
characteristics for empowering community settings. These include a group-based belief system (e.g.,
the organization inspires change), positive core activities (e.g., active learning), a supportive relational
environment (e.g., caring relationships), opportunity role structure (e.g., many roles at multiple
levels), leadership (e.g., inspirational vision), and setting maintenance and change (e.g., mechanisms
to address diversity or conflict). An organization may foster the empowerment of its members and
groups by including these characteristics. an empowered organization also can be effective in working
with other organizations and others in the local community and larger society in order to address its
needs and meet its goals.
An organization’s ability to empower individuals may be due to interpersonal factors, such as trust.
For example, Foster-Fishman and Keys (1997) found that in a large human service organization,
employees distrusted system-wide empowerment initiatives set forth by upper management. This lack
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of trust often reflects perceptions about organizational policies and authority roles. It is important to
consider that some organizations are more democratic in the way they operate (e.g., cooperatives) and
incorporate more intra-organizational strategies. The way authority and decision making is shared,
or not, among employees affects their sense of empowerment. Some organizations try actively to build
personal relationships among members and develop greater trust, which provides a better foundation
for organizational empowerment initiatives. Regarding the second meaning of organizational
empowerment, we can consider ways in which the organization gains and uses enough resources to
support its people and activities, For example, a community group advocating for trans rights holds an
effective fundraising effort to support its education initiative to include topics of transgender, gender
identity and cisgendered prejudice in sex education curriculum in local schools. An empowerment
initiative at the organizational level is the focus of Case Study 10.2.

Case Study 10.2
Staff Nurses in Canada

Laschinger, Finegan and Shamian (2001) analyzed
the impact of organizational empowerment theory on
staff nurses in Canada. Results from their study
suggested the workplaces that increased perceptions of
individual empowerment also increased trust in
organizational authority, commitment to
organizational goals, and effectiveness of the
organization as a whole. The results also suggested an
increased work ethic and desire to remain in the
organization. This empowerment was facilitated
through a number of intra-organizational strategies.
Photo by Hush Naidoo is licensed under the Unsplash License
First, the nurses were trusted to act on their expertise
when performing their work. This was accomplished,
in part, by providing nurses access to both timely information and support. Additionally, nurses were given
access to resources. Trust can be diminished in an organization if nurses do not have access to medical
equipment and supplies or are forced to work overtime due to staff shortages. The researchers also found a
relationship (albeit, less significant) between trust in management and opportunities for career
advancement. This view of organizational empowerment required that management nurses and staff nurses
work collaboratively towards shared goals, in order to better their organization and improve patient care. In
order to foster individual empowerment, management nurses exercised less direct control and practiced
providing more feedback, support, and guidance. They also worked to ensure trust both among staff nurses
and between staff nurses and management. In this case, greater individual empowerment led to greater
organizational empowerment.

Community Empowerment
The concept of community-level empowerment has also received attention from community
psychologists. Community empowerment means a community has the resources and talent to
manage its affairs, to control and influence relevant groups and forces within and outside the
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community, and to develop empowered leaders and community organizations. One example of
developing empowered leaders is community members learning to organize so they can take part in
improving their communities and take actions toward these improvements. Empowerment may be
particularly important for communities rebuilding after trauma, such as survivors of a natural disaster,
or for individuals in a war-ravaged country (Anckermann et al., 2005). Indicators of community
empowerment include processes such as collective reflection, social participation, and political
discussions, as well as outcomes such as having obtained adequate resources for improving community
well-being and social justice (Anckermann et al., 2005). Collective reflection means that community
members get together and jointly examine the issues that have mattered to them over time. Social
participation and political discussions are ways in which these communities can take the actions
needed to empower themselves. Case Study 10.3 demonstrates how community members used
empowerment tools in changing the mental health care service system in the US.

Case Study 10.3
Mental Health Delivery

Community empowerment has played a role in
improving the mental health care system in the US. In
the 1970s-1990s, mental health service user activists
fought for greater individual autonomy and patients’
rights. They did so by developing their community and
giving opportunities for community members to
participate in decision making. Additionally, they
addressed issues that their community faced. For
example, they combated unemployment by supporting
legislation such as the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), which prohibits workplace discrimination
(Masterson & Owen, 2006). For a number of years,
many groups representing different facets of the
disability community advocated for the passage of the
“Bush signs ADA” by Executive Office of the President of the United States is Public Domain
Americans with Disabilities Act, a major piece of civil
rights legislation. This case study places emphasis on mental health/illness. However, the ADA helped all
disability groups and individuals with mobility issues were most active in effecting this legislation.

Community empowerment works through increasing the community’s influence over the structures
and policies that affect the lived experiences of the community and its members. Increases in influence
often occur through partnerships between those in power and other community members. These
partnerships may take place in advisory boards, coalitions, or broader community inclusion initiatives
(Fawcett et al., 1994). At times, community empowerment may mean that members of the community
become empowered with the help of the community leaders and vice versa. Such “co-empowerment”
may be challenging, yet can be very beneficial to communities (Bond & Keys, 1993).
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Societal Empowerment
Finally, it is important to examine empowerment on
the societal level. Empowerment is concerned not
only with a psychological sense of control but also
with the equal distribution of resources, attention to
material, and political empowerment on the societal
level (Nelson & Prilletensky, 2010). Even if
empowerment interventions are carried out at other
levels, they typically must take broader, more
structural societal forces into account. These forces
Photo by kristi611 is licensed under the Pixabay License
include the impact of systemic racism, sexism,
homophobia, ableism, ageism, or classism over time. Societal empowerment concerns processes and
structures affecting the empowerment of individuals, organizations, and communities (for more
information on inadequate resource distribution from Habitat for Humanity, click here). An important
consideration is to what extent a society fosters equity, or the equal distribution of resources and
opportunities, while providing support to those who have less than their fair share of resources.
An empowering society is one that works to distribute resources equitably as well as effectively.
Policies and practices that support such equity are critical, as are the voices of individuals,
organizations, and communities. Society-wide empowerment is concerned with how well key
components of society work, so that everyone has adequate resources. Moreover, society must use
resources wisely to address its needs in cultural, governmental, political, business, educational, health,
and other major areas of community living. Societal empowerment may take the form of communities
supporting and influencing one another and of communities working to promote change in public
policy at the state and national levels. Societal empowerment also includes a society’s capacity to
influence and work with other societies and to manage its own resources effectively. Empowered
societies can take care of themselves. They can work with and influence other societies. They can create
positive change with their neighbors and others around the world. In short, many societies face the
challenge of helping people who are facing serious limitations in their lives. Rarely, if ever, do these
individuals have opportunities to deal with the dehumanizing structures in society that cause such
limitations. These challenges are related to histories of oppression, discrimination, or segregation, as
well as disparities in income and opportunities that are systemic and very hard to address, as indicated
in Case Study 10.4.

Case Study 10.4
Societal Empowerment
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Individuals who experience poverty are often in
positions of powerlessness due to their lack of access
to necessary resources. In order to address the
empowerment of individuals in poverty, societies must
develop their critical understanding of the structures
that create and sustain poverty. After critical
awareness is developed, societies must amend or
remove the disempowering structures that have been
identified. Empowering people who are experiencing
poverty can happen through many different means. For
example, addressing workplace discrimination through
Photo by annie bolin is licensed under the Unsplash License
a legislative action is a step towards creating a more
equitable society. Additionally, addressing the barriers
to participation in the political system is important to address poverty. People who are impoverished may
not be registered to vote. Creating accessible opportunities for voter registration can help to ensure active
political participation. On voting days, ensuring that people know they have a right to leave work to vote and
providing transportation options is another way that societies can support the empowerment of people
experiencing poverty.

PRIVILEGE, OPPRESSION, AND EMP
EMPO
OWERMENT

“protect-and-rise-up-on-overpass-copy-small-1024×513” by Backbone Campaign is licensed under CC BY 2.0

As discussed throughout this textbook, some groups often use their power to accumulate privileges
over the groups they oppress. This oppression happens with dehumanization and exploitation, as
discussed in Chapter 9 (Palmer et al., 2019). Oppression may occur on any level from individual to
societal. It also has a psychological piece. Those in power oppress individuals and groups by reducing
their opportunities for education, work, housing and health care. Then those on the receiving end of
this oppression may take part in negative activity due to feelings of hopelessness and helplessness.
In addition to the experience of exclusion and marginalization on a societal level, the problem of
oppression is compounded when those oppressed engage in self-destructive patterns due to the
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internal feelings of hopelessness. For more information on how oppression works on multiple levels,
click here.
Unfortunately, conditions of exclusion and disadvantage are often ignored when those individuals
with fewer resources try to obtain services. Furthermore, the economic inequality of people of color,
people with disabilities, and many other groups in the US and other countries, contributes to their
limited access to many services and supports. Economic inequality also limits opportunities for
employment, housing, health care, and education. These conditions can only be eliminated by
changing unequal power relations and with the redistribution of wealth. Attention to the distribution
of power and wealth is consistent with the principles of Community Psychology regarding social
justice, respect for diversity, and promoting social change, as discussed in Chapter 1 (Jason,
Glantsman, O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019).
CRITIC
CRITICAL
AL C
CONSCIOUSNESS
ONSCIOUSNESS
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According to Paulo Freire (1970), most people who experience social oppression do not necessarily act
to change their reality. This is because they have been taught to accept the dominant, or oppressors’,
narrative. That narrative has placed them in an inferior position and their oppressor’s in a superior one.
Over time, the oppressed come to believe in their inferiority and thereby internalize their oppression.
The inferiority is now a part of their identity and affects the actions they take and the decisions they
make in life. In turn, their acceptance of an inferior position in society enhances the dominance of
their oppressors. Freire also argues that marginalized individuals do not have a critical awareness that
allows them to see the injustices in their lives. They tend to be passive and unable to recognize their
own capacity to transform their social realities, in part, because their condition of marginalization
and oppression keeps them in a state of helplessness. Someone forced to the margins of society who
lacks critical awareness may accept their low position. They may see it as the result of fate, bad luck
or supernatural forces. This is why helping people develop critical awareness and understanding of the
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factors that contribute to their situation is an important early step in the process of empowerment.
Once people understand the reasons for their situation and the importance of taking action(s) in order
to address their own problems, the process of empowerment has begun. An example of an oppressed
group, in this case children, becoming empowered through participatory means is illustrated in Case
Study 10.5

Case Study 10.5
School-Based Participatory Action Research

One of the ways in which critical awareness can be
developed is through participatory action research.
This is a method of research that allows stakeholders
to play an active role in determining, assessing,
evaluating and addressing a problem. Dworski-Riggs
and Langhout (2010) used a participatory action
research project in an elementary school to address
disciplinary issues during recess. Based on a school
survey, multiple stakeholders identified recess as a
time in which students had more negative
relationships with other students and recess staff. One
“Kids Galore” by Drew Coffman is licensed under CC BY 2.0
of the ways in which the issues at recess were
addressed was through a peer mediation program. A
group of students was trained to resolve conflicts on the playground. This peer mediation program gave
students increased control over recess time, as well as increased skills in conflict resolution. Additionally, it
empowered the students to meet with the recess staff in order to determine how they could work together
more effectively. The researchers did face significant challenges in engaging parents in active participation
in the creation and implementation of the intervention. Based on a school climate survey, most parents felt
powerless to make changes within the school. However, the students did engage in the process and were
satisfied with the outcomes.
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Figure 1. “Empowerment Process Model” by Fabricio Balcazar and Yolanda Suarez Balcazar

Balcazar and Suarez-Balcazar (2017) offer a model of empowerment that is a framework of analysis for
the struggle in the redistribution of resources in a historical context (see Figure 1 above). The model
can explain some of the factors that lead people to seek power redistribution, and a redistribution of
power is needed to give people the resources necessary for the empowerment process. From this model,
it is possible to propose specific strategies that can be used to promote empowerment on the levels we
discussed earlier in the chapter. This process is explained further in Case Study 10.6 below.

Case Study 10.6
A Personal People First Story
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The empowerment process starts when the
individual identifies an injustice that she or he has
experienced. Joe grew up in a rural town in Missouri to
a family with few economic resources. He was born
with Down syndrome, and from his earliest memories
recalled being stared at, whispered about, laughed at,
and treated differently. In an effort to help him, his
parents would always decide what was best for him and
advocate on his behalf at school and in the community.
When Joe tried to speak up and express himself he was
Photo by U.S. Department of Agriculture is Public Domain
either ridiculed by his peers or defended by his parents.
As a result of these experiences growing up, Joe felt disempowered and defective. But, he resolved later in
life to find others like him and see if he could do anything to change things for people like him. Joe became
aware of historical inequalities, injustices, and grievances that have not been attended to, such as the
mistreatment of people with disabilities in his rural town. Joe began to network and organize with other
people with disabilities, and expanded beyond those with Down syndrome to include other people with
disabilities. He recalls being shocked at the number of people he met while trying to form a support network.
While networking and researching, he discovered the People First movement, which was formed to promote
the sharing of ideas, cultivate independence and friendship, and advocate for people with disabilities. Joe
was taken with the ideals of the movement, proudly saying, “We can speak for ourselves, thank you!” By
organizing a new chapter of People First, Joe and his peers were able to create advocacy goals to change how
they were being mistreated and marginalized in their community.
As shown in Balcazar and Suarez-Balcazar’s (2017) Empowerment model, goals are developed regarding
what is desired in a particular situation or context. There are different degrees of motivation associated with
the individual’s goal, depending on the circumstances and sense of urgency.
According to this empowerment model, there are several factors that determine the degree of
effectiveness of the individual or group in seeking power redistribution. In the case of Joe and his People
First chapter, they were a dedicated group committed to influencing the community on multiple levels. They
began to petition the local government to offer special accommodations for people with physical disabilities,
such as wheelchair ramps and accessible seating on public transit. And, near and dear to Joe’s heart, they
advocated for “People First Language Days,” at the local grade schools and high schools. Joe wanted to
change how people viewed and talked about disability, to ensure that kids growing up with disabilities were
not ridiculed and picked on. Joe thought that if students had more of an awareness of what it’s like to live
with a disability, and how hurtful words can be, then attitudes and treatment of people with disabilities
might start to change. He wanted members of the community to view him and others like him as “people
first, disability always second. Like any other card normal folks have been dealt, it’s just a part of who we are.
But we’re just people.” Joe and the People First chapter were successful in their efforts to implement People
First Language Days at the schools, and even started having language days in places of business and
legislation. Their group possessed factors necessary to implement meaningful change and empower not only
themselves but many others like them in their community. These factors included knowledge of rights and
responsibilities, level of skills and degree of self-efficacy (as well as the result of cumulative experience,
challenges, and successes) in attaining personal and group goals.

What can be unexpected when working in Community Psychology are the counteractions taken by
the opposing individual, group, or organization. There were some people in Joe’s town who opposed
using taxpayer funds to increase accessibility for people with physical disabilities. Some educators
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questioned the need for having time taken from their classes to educate students on People First
language. Sometimes the individual or group runs out of options, exhausts their resources, or gets
demoralized and concedes defeat. There is no guarantee that the process will result in greater power to
the aspiring individual or group. It takes time to empower oneself and to empower a group of people,
and there may be setbacks before achieving meaningful power redistribution. The resulting changes
in power redistribution may stop the process if the parties are satisfied, meaning the person or group
aiming for empowerment feels they have achieved their goals. At some future point, the parties may
resume the process in order to pursue better results.
As mentioned earlier, the Women’s Movement of the 1950s and beyond led to great strides for
women in America, and the “Me Too” movement is another call for women to receive fair treatment
and justice in society. Balcazar and Suarez-Balcazar’s (2017) Empowerment Process Model is cyclical,
meaning individuals or groups may seek more knowledge or advocacy training or critical awareness of
the members in order to succeed. The individual’s sense of efficacy is affected by the degree of success
in conducting these efforts over time, which in turn can lead the person to try to seek empowerment in
other situations.
TACTICS FOR C
COMMUNITY
OMMUNITY A
AC
CTION
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Along with the empowerment model presented here, individuals may use a variety of strategies to
address power imbalances (Fawcett et al., 1994). These strategies can help reduce or eliminate barriers,
develop networks, and educate others in the community (see Practical Application 10.1). They can
also create opportunities for capacity building and allow participants to advocate for changes in
policies, programs, or services. To promote empowerment at the environmental and societal level, it
is important to examine national, state, and local policies. Many programs and services unexpectedly
place barriers and stressors on oppressed groups, such as people with disabilities. Ultimately,
empowerment efforts are directed at promoting social justice. The strategies highlighted in this
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chapter can serve as a guide for individuals interested in promoting empowerment in their
communities. It should be noted that there are many tactics that have been used to promote change
over time. For example, Sharp (1973) researched and catalogued 198 methods of non-violence actions
to promote social change and provided a rich selection of historical examples of the tactics.

Practical Application 10.1
Examples of Advisory Tactics

The tactics below help in thinking about the best approaches to advocacy. Each tactic is supplemented by
a real-world example that can help you think of ways to advocate in your community.
Tactics for Understanding Issues
•

Gather more information:
A group of concerned family members interviews the staff and clients at a local group home to
investigate claims of client neglect.

•

Volunteer to help:
Volunteers from the local Alliance for the Mentally Ill (AMI) are making efforts to contact the
parents of youth who are hospitalized to introduce the services of the organization and offer their
support. These volunteers often help these parents talk about their feelings regarding their
family’s situation.

Tactics for Public Education
•

Give personal compliments and public support:
A member of a local student organization sends a letter of support to their member of Congress
who co-sponsors a bill which would prevent workplace discrimination against individuals who are
part of the LGBTQ+ community.

•

Offer public education:
A group of college students organizes a performance which depicts institutionalized racism in
American society. They perform this show at high schools in their home state.

Tactics for Direct Action
1. Making your presence felt
•

Express opposition publicly:
A student at a local university writes a blog about unfair wages for student workers.

•

Make a complaint:
An employee notifies the human resources department after seeing an instance of sexual
harassment.

2. Mobilizing public support
•

Conduct a fundraising activity:
A local service provider holds an annual theater benefit to help individuals who are living with
HIV/AIDS.
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•

Organize public demonstrations:
A group of service providers is angry with the proposed decrease in funding for home services.
They organize a sit-in with their group home residents, their family members, and other
interested community members on the steps of the State House Building.

3. Using the system
•

File a formal complaint:
A person in a wheelchair files a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
because the place where she works lacks accessible bathrooms. In her written complaint, she cited
the Americans with Disabilities Act, which requires organizations to adapt their buildings to
accommodate people with disabilities.

•

Seek a mediator or negotiator:
A parent has a child with disabilities who is just starting school. She comes to the first
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) meeting with an experienced parent who has attended many
such meetings at the school.

4. Direction action
•

Arrange a media exposure:
A local teacher union uses social media sites in order to share their stories of workplace injustices
and economic instability.

•

Organize a boycott:
A group of college students organizes a boycott of organizations that practice unfair labor
practices in order to ensure cheap products.

SUMMING UP

“ADA Amendments Act March and Rally” by LCCR & LCCREF is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
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A fundamental principle of Community Psychology is that individuals have the right to live healthy and
fulfilling lives, regardless of their ability levels, gender, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, income, or
other characteristics. A person’s well-being depends on personal choices and the dynamic interaction
between individual and environmental factors. Community psychologists support the most vulnerable
groups of society in their quest for justice and equality. We can work with historically oppressed groups
as they claim their rights and their own personal and cultural identities. Research and advocacy efforts
must continue until full participation in society has been achieved.
Community psychologists are continually working to refine the effectiveness of empowerment and
advocacy efforts. In this chapter, we have provided definitions and successful examples of
empowerment and identified some of the strategies, predictors, and facilitators in our efforts to
achieve power redistribution. Consistent with an ecological approach, community-based
participatory research methodologies help us include the voices of historically oppressed groups
in our research and advocacy efforts. Partnering with historically oppressed groups allows us to
better understand oppression and allows us to work toward developing effective ways in which they
can gain power to address their unmet needs. Our goal is to work toward a more fully empowered
and empowering society and realize the promise of equity and quality of life for all. This ongoing
commitment will continue to propel our social and community change efforts into the future!

Critical Thought Questions

1.

Where do you feel disempowered in your life? What makes you feel this way?

2.

What are the tangible steps that you can take in order to gain more power? What skills can you
gain? How can you increase your critical awareness?

3.

Think about an issue that is occurring in your community. What are tactics that you can employ
in order to address the issue? What group(s) would be important for you to partner with in order
to be more effective?

Take the Chapter 10 Quiz
View the Chapter 10 Lecture Slides
____________________________________________________________________
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